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Introduction:1

As in many other European countries, French regulation related to transfer pricing practice, particularly about comparable
search, is rather scarce.2

Therefore, it is difficult to make reference to an established set of practices, as if such practices were uniformly applied across
the French Tax Administration (FTA). As a reference point, the FTA seeks to comply with the OECD Guidelines. In addition of
being subject to the evolutions driven by the OECD or the EU JTPF, the practice of the FTA may in fact vary from one situation to
the other, and in audit situations, potentially from one individual field auditor to the other. These discrepancies can also be ex-
plained by the fact that a particular tax audit is conducted with or without the assistance of Transfer Pricing experts from the DVNI
(the international section of the central tax authorities).

Yet, based on our experience, the practice of comparable searches by the FTA, as well as its expectations from the taxpayer, do
not differ substantially from other Western European countries, except perhaps for a few peculiarities further discussed below.

As a general comment, please note that many MNE taxpayers use economic analyses prepared centrally, on a Pan-European
level. This is a major driver of homogenization of practices in Europe.

1. What is the standard practice in selecting potential comparables? Are industry codes or key words used to accept or
exclude comparables? What use is made of quantitative screens to exclude comparables?

For ‘‘standard’’ comparable companies searches in the application of the Transactional Net Margin Method (TNMM), the most au-
thoritative databases in France ought to be Bureau Van Dijk’s suite: the Diane, Amadeus and Orbis databases, which are respec-
tively French, Pan-European and global databases.

The Orbis and Amadeus databases include the Diane database. Yet, the Diane interface provides a finer screening and finer data
(e.g., split of the turnover between manufacturing, service and buy-sell activity, etc.).

In practice, as encouraged by the interpretation of certain case law,3 French auditors strongly favor French comparables over
Pan-European comparables. For instance, it is not uncommon that field auditors seek to disregard non-French comparables in a
Pan-European set. Yet, there is no legal ground in French tax law to disregard non-French comparables per se. Circumstances
(e.g., relevant market, availability of data, etc.) may rightfully support the use of Pan-European comparables. For instance, except
when there are substantiated differences between the French and the larger European markets, Pan-European comparables
should be acceptable by way of principle. Based on our experience, the FTA may challenge the Pan-European nature of a compa-
rable search only if additional and specific elements lead them to suspect that the taxpayer’s intercompany practices are not at
arm’s length.

As it is the case in most Western European jurisdictions, standard practices for comparable company search include an auto-
mated query step in a database, followed by a manual review of the companies generated from the database.

The automated query step often includes:
s Industry codes search;

s Possible combination with keywords;

s Independent screening ratios:
o Please note that the FTA is particularly stringent regarding independence.
o As a matter of best practice, in France, we do not recommend to rely exclusively on Bureau Van Dijk’s independence indica-

tors, but rather to include a search step excluding companies potentially exposed to intercompany dealings and to check
manually the independence of such companies.

Internal comparables are further discussed in question 4 below.

2. What is the standard practice in making adjustments to improve comparability? Is very close comparability required
before such adjustments are made? What sort of adjustments are usually made?

Adjustments may be warranted when they enhance the overall reliability of the analysis, as per the OECD Guidelines. As such, a
multiplicity of adjustments may be implemented, depending on the facts and circumstances. Based on our experience, the prin-
ciple of adjustments is accepted by the FTA, to the extent that such adjustments are reliable, appropriate and correctly applied.

Based on our experience, the most common adjustment in France ought to be the Working Capital Adjustment described by the
OECD. Please note that, given the current macro-economic environment of enduring low interest rates, such adjustments have
slightly fallen into disarray.
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3. How many comparables are required or preferred? Is there a desire or obligation to produce a
statistically significant confidence level?

From this perspective, as few as one comparable company may be set forward, if this one comparable is rel-
evant and no other comparable exists.

Yet, in most situations, based on our experience, we would recommend, when possible, having no less than 6
or 8 companies in a set. That would also be the usually expected number of comparables from the FTA’s end.

Based on our experience, it is unusual – but it may be perfectly appropriate - to have more than 15 or 20 com-
panies in a set.

4. In practice, is there a preference for ‘‘internal’’ comparables? How much effort is made to identify any
such benchmarks?

We believe that the latest OECD publications may have a quite significant influence on the use of internal com-
parables by practitioners, not only under the comparable uncontrolled price method but also under the TNMM.

As such, we strongly recommend an ‘‘additive’’ step, where internal comparables may be combined with ex-
ternal comparables, ought to be considered.

In this case, the OECD five comparability factors, in particular the market level, relative bargaining power,
volume traded, nature of the relationship, etc., should be carefully considered.

From a tax audit perspective, there are still cases whereby internal comparables remain challenged by the
FTA on the basis of their own external comparables, despite internal comparables being perfectly suited for the
analysis (e.g., internal comparables based upon third party agents distributing the same products on the same
territory as related agents). In these cases, sometimes the taxpayer is required to use hierarchic appeals or even
to go to litigation to have internal comparables acknowledged as being appropriate.

5. Is there a practice to make reference to ‘‘secret comparables’’?

No, the use of ‘‘secret comparables’’ by the FTA is prohibited. In particular, such comparables could not be used
in the context of court cases. Yet we have experienced individual field auditors trying to set forward such com-
parables in the context of audits. Again, it may be at later stages of a tax audit (claim, tax litigation) that this use
of ‘‘secret comparables’’ can be disallowed / challenged efficiently.

6. Are searches for comparables made every year? To what extent is it sufficient simply to update the
figures for the original set of comparables?

As per French tax law, there is no established rule in that matter.

Based on our experience, we recommend the update of the comparable search every year, with the complete
performance of a new (consistent) search, every three years. Again, this would also be in line with the FTA’s ex-
pectations, and also matches the general French statutes of limitations for tax matter which is 3 years. In this
respect, larger companies are usually audited every 2-3 years, so a renewed comparable study would be ex-
pected by then by the FTA.

Note: This document represents the views of the author and does not necessarily reflect the views of NERA
Economic Consulting.

Mr. Madelpuech is a Principal within the Transfer Pricing Practice of NERA. He is located in Paris, France. He can be contacted at:
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NOTES
1 We understand that this questionnaire primarily relates to standard searches for comparable companies, in the con-
text of the application of the Transactional Net Margin Method (TNMM). Non-standard comparable searches or
searches under other methods than the TNMM shall not be covered per se in this article.

2 This is also true for case law, which tends to primarily focus on how the burden of proof was addressed by the FTA,
in the particular circumstances of the case.

3 Man Camion et Bus ruling, CAA (Administrative Court of Appeal) of Versailles, May 4, 2009
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